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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the more common criticisms of modem globalization is that this
trend is leading to "higher inequality within countries."' Technologically, this
is a supportable position because in today's economy there exists a "digital
divide" separating the industrialized nations of the Global North from the
developing economies of the South. For instance, the Brazilian capital of Sao
Paolo possesses as much Internet bandwidth as the collective whole of Africa,2
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1. DAVID DOLLAR, GLOBALIZATION, WORLD BANK GROUP, INEQUALITY AND POVERTY SINCE
1980, 2, (2001), at http://econ.worldbank.org/files/2944-globalization-inequality-and-poverty.pdf (last visited
July 17, 2004).
2. David Legard, Use IT to Cut Global Poverty, Says UN Report CNN.com, July 13, 2001, at
http://www.cnn.com/200llTECH/industry/07/13/it.cuts.poverty.idgl (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
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and there are more telephones in Manhattan than all of sub-Saharan Africa.'
Similarly, when excluding South Africa, the entire African continent has the
same number of computers permanently connected to the Internet as the nation
of Latvia, and out of 750 million Africans, only one million uses the Internet
with 90% of these people living in South Africa. Likewise, while less than 1%
of the world's online community is located in Sub- Saharan Africa, "97% of all
Internet hosts" are located in developed, post-industrial democracies.6
Given the importance of technology in today's economy, "being cut off
from basic telecommunications services is a hardship almost as acute as" the
denial of "food, health care and drinkable water."7 The above facts indicate that
the benefits of the Internet have "failed to reach most of the poorer nations in
Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and the Middle East. One result of this
technological "divide" remains that smaller, less-developed economies, already
fighting for equal footing in today's marketplace, are further handcuffed by their
lack of modem technological infrastructures. If allowed to continue, this
technological imbalance may further marginalize developing economies and
retard their competitive development in the emerging world market.
In addition to this technological imbalance, developing economies of the
Global South also suffer from a lack of political clout. Given their unexcep-
tional contributions to world Gross Domestic Product (GDP), developing
nations, such as West Africa's Burkina Faso, typically receive scant attention
from the global community when formulating global tax policy.9 Anti-
globalization groups argue this political imbalance protects the "interests of big
corporations at the expense of developing countries, the poor, the environment,
workers and consumers."' These groups posit that the United States and
3. AFRICA ON THE INTERNET: STARTING POINTS FOR POLICY INFORMATION, (Africa Policy
Information Center, Background Paper, Nov. 3, 1977), at http://www.africaaction.org/bp/inet5.html (last
visited Sept. 30, 2004).
4. Keith Nuthall, OECD Report Addresses Africa's Digital Divide, Total Telecom, Jan. 18, 2001,
at http://www.totaltele.com/vprint.asp?txtlD=35867 (last visited Jan. 20, 2004).
5. Gamal Nkrumah, The African Connection, AL-AHRAM WEEKLY, Apr. 8-14, 1999, at 424,
available at http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/l999/424/inI l.htm (last visited July 17, 2004).
6. Pippa Norris, The Worldwide Digital Divide: Information Poverty, the Internet and
Development (Paper for the Annual Meeting of the Political Studies Association of the UK, London School
of Economics and Political Science, April 2000), at 10, available at
http://ksghome.harvard.edu/--pnorris/acrobat/psa2000dig.pdf (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
7. Id. at5.
8. Id. at 3.
9. U.N. CONFERENCE ON TRADE & DEV. (UNCTAD), E-COMMERCE AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT
2001 at 119, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/SDTE/ECB/1, U.N. Sales No. E.01.1l.D.30 (2001), at
http://www.unctad.org/en/docs/ecdr0l.en.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter U.N. CTAD].
10. Martin Khor, The Revolt of Developing Nations, THIRD WORLD NETWORK, Dec. 6, 1999, at
http://www.twnside.org.sg/title/revolt-cn.htm.
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developed nations exclude developing economies from discussions formulating
international trade and taxation policy," and view the efforts of organizations,
such as the World Trade Organization ("WTO"), as embodying "the exploita-
tion of developing countries by the developed world."' 2
Similarly, other organizations, such as the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development ("UNCTAD"), voice the concern that current
international tax policies will forever impoverish developing nations if
sufficient attention is not paid to their problems when formulating international
tax policy. 13 Developing nations, unlike industrialized economies, typically
generate revenue streams from import duties, foreign aid, and narrow tax
bases,'4 and simply lack the political clout to contribute in global policymaking
sessions, which means they in all likelihood will lack sufficient access and input
to protect their interests.
As shall be discussed, these technological and political imbalances are
clearly evinced within the context of the international taxation of electronic
commerce ("e-commerce").' 5 Currently, the "application and enforcement of
taxes and tariffs to electronic commerce is ... a major issue for governments
around the world,' ' 16 and tax experts are debating whether and how to collect
tariffs and taxes on cross-border transactions conducted online. 7 Facilitating
commerce through electronic means results in an economy less dependent upon
the notion of physical place, a transformation posing substantial problems for
international taxation." In today's economy, a taxpayer's residence as defined
11. Anger and the G8: What is the G8 Summit and why do People Hate it? THEMANITOBAN, Mar.
20, 2002, at 2, available at http://umanitoba.ca/manitoban/20020320/features_4.shtml (last visited July 17,
2004).
12. Tony Wesolowsky, World: Anti-Globalization Movement Counts In Trade Talks, RADIO FREE
EUROPE/RADIO LIBERTY, INC. (RFE/RL), Dec. 8, 2000, at
http://www.rferl.org/nca/features/2000/12/08122000145246.asp (last visited July 17, 2004).
13. U.N. CTAD, supra note 9, at 125; Sarah Anderson, E-Commerce Eludes the Tax Man: The
Click-and-Mortar Artificial Advantage in the New Economy, 23 MULTINATIONAL MONITOR 3 (Mar. 2002),
at http://www.multinationalmonitor.orglmm2002/02marchlmarchO2corp2.html (last visited July 17, 2004).
14. SUSANNE TELTSCHER, U.N. CTAD, TARIFFS, TAXES, AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE: REVENUE
IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, POLICY ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND COMMODITIES,
study ser. No. 5, at 3, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/ITCD/TAB/5, U.N. Sales No. E.00.II.D.36 (2000), at
http://192.91.247.38/tab/pubs/itcdtab5__en.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004).
15. Charles E. McLure, Jr., The Taxation of Electronic Commerce: Background and Proposal,
available at http://www.law.wayne.edu/Faculty/Fac-web/mcintyre/text/McLure-AppeaLshort.pdf (last visited
July 17, 2004).
16. Kathryn Pedwell, Taxation of Electronic Commerce: An Assessment of the Opportunities and
Challenges Facing Taxpayers and Tax Authorities, J. E. Bus. 2 (2002).
17. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 1.
18. RICHARD JONES & SUBHAIrr BASU, TAXATION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE: A DEVELOPING
PROBLEM 3 (Paper for the 16th Annual Conference of the British & Irish Law, Education and Technology
Association, April, 2001), at http://vww.bileta.ac.uk/Ol/papers/rjones/html (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
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by geographic place, no longer bears a necessary relationship to the tax
treatment afforded the transaction because any given online transaction may be
routed over the Internet through any one or series of taxing districts.19 As
discussed more fully below, this structural breakdown creates practical
problems in applying traditional taxation principles to online transactions and
has resulted in the loss of significant amounts of tax revenue for governments
around the world.
Given the rapidly increasing amount of commerce moving online, the
taxation of online transactions has taken on increasing importance. The
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ("OECD") has
reported that total revenues deriving from electronic commerce totaled US$ 330
billion in 2000-2001 and projects that revenues will increase to US$ 1 trillion
by 2003-2005.20 Moreover, Forrester Research estimates that transactions
between businesses ("B2B") around the world will increase to US$ 7 trillion by
2004.21 Because these numbers translate to ever-increasing tax losses, formulat-
ing a uniform international policy has become a priority and fueled international
debate regarding how to implement taxes and tariffs on international e-
commerce.
This debate centers upon two issues both affecting developing countries.
The first deals with the international classification of digitized products
transferred electronically and consumable in both physical and electronic forms,
such as movies, newspapers and books. Generally, related inquiry asks whether
electronic transmissions, or products shipped electronically, "should be char-
acterized as goods, services, intellectual property or something else. 22
Problems arise because commercially available, digitized goods typically
manipulate into different forms of consumption, such as downloadable
computer programs or music CD' s.
23
Classifying digitized products transferred electronically is difficult. In the
"old economy," goods were shipped in tangible form to points of consumption,
while services were generally performed where consumed. These goods and
services were bought and received most probably within the same jurisdiction,
19. Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, International Taxation of Electronic Commerce, 52 TAX L. REV. 507,
*515 (1997), WL52 TAXLR 50, *515.
20. Walter Hellerstein, U.N. Secretariat, Ad Hoc Group of Experts on International Cooperation in
Tax Matters, Electronic Commerce and the Challenge for Tax Administration, 10th mtg., at 3, U.N. Doc.
S'TI S G / A C . 8 / 2 0 01 /L. 4 (2 00 1 ), a va ila b le at
http://unpan I .un.orglintradoc/groups/public/documentslun/unpanOOlO65.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004).
21. Greg Gordon, Internet Trading Will Rule Business, SUNDAY TIMES, Mar. 26, 2000, available
at http://www.suntimes.co.za/2000/03/26/business/survey/surveyO7.htm (last visited July 17, 2004).
22. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 4.
23. ANNETTE NELLEN, OVERVIEW TO E-COMMERCE TAXATION, 9 (2003), at
http://www.cob.sjsu.edu/nellen a/ECOMM.pdf (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
if not the same setting.24 This mode of delivery made the identification of
proper tax treatment relatively straightforward because the consumption took
place within a definitive tax jurisdiction. With the advent of Internet
technology, however, electronic delivery and digitized products mean that the
lines of historical classification have blurred. Because these varying forms of
consumption result in different tax treatments, the classification of these cross-
border flows is a decision of enormous implications.
For instance, if an American resident were to download a copy of
L'etranger purchased online from an Internet bookseller, and subsequently print
it out, what is the proper tax treatment accompanying the transmission? If the
downloaded print out is classified simply as a physical good sent in digitized
form, it might then be subjected to applicable international tariffs applying to
tangible goods. Alternatively, if the transaction's mode of electronic transfer
dictates that this transmission is to be classified a service, taxation principles
require that it be sent free of any tariff. Or, has the fact that it is a digitized
product re-categorized it into some other category eligible for yet some other tax
status? 26 This manipulation of form is important because income derived from
a good or a service is taxed differently, and because developing countries
typically tax imported goods more prominently than services.27
This dilemma is the direct result of current international politics. In 1998,
the White House convinced the WTO to ban tariffs on digitized products
transferred electronically across national borders, such as downloadable
software, printed materials, videos and music, in addition to other items.28 The
moratorium remains in place, and both the Bush and Clinton administrations
sought its continuation to allow e-commerce to develop in an environment
unfettered by taxes, a policy designed to help foster economic growth in
developing countries.29
However, less-developed nations such as Burkina Faso rely heavily upon
tariff revenue exacted upon the flow of trade. Characterizing online transmis-
sions as goods disallows developing nations a large percentage share of their
revenue because current WTO policy disallows the practice of exacting customs
duties from cross border electronic transmissions. Developing nations are
disadvantaged by the ban because their 16% import share of the world's
24. Jones & Basu, supra note 18, at I.
25. See id.
26. David Ruffles, Cross-Border Electronic Commerce and International Trade Statistics,
ECONOMIC TRENDS 576, at 46, (2001), at http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/article.asp?id=94 (last visited July
17, 2004).
27. Hellerstein, supra note 20, at 9.
28. Anderson, supra note 13.
29. See id.
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digitized imports results in a 63% share of the world's tariff-revenue loss.3"
This disproportionality results from the inability to extract additional consump-
tion taxes on imports, which are often exacted at much greater rates than the
tariffs themselves. 3 1 These statistics prompt anti-globalization groups to protest
globalization trends arguing that forced economic liberalization upon poorer
countries should be revisited in order to alleviate such burdens.32 As will be
discussed, however, other data indicates that these fears are overstated,33
because developing countries do not tax significant amounts of income deriving
from online transactions.
34
A second issue receiving attention is deciding which set of tax principles
to apply to online transactions. Based upon the Internet and related technology,
e-commerce allows market participants the ability to conduct business free of
most physical and temporal constraints. 35 This freedom separates the underlying
transaction and derivative income from the notion of a physical place, therein
challenging traditional, territorial-based taxing schemes to exercise taxing
jurisdiction over the exchange.36 Although consumers owe sales and use taxes
for online purchases, governments and taxing authorities have yet to devise a
viable scheme of collection.37 This means that unless "consumers voluntarily"
remit the taxes on their purchases, taxes remain uncollected 38 and translate into
tax losses39 for all taxing entities.'
Thus, the international community wants to harness these losses by
formulating a uniform tax policy. Countries typically exercise jurisdiction to
tax income on the basis of residence or source.4 Residence-based systems tax
30. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 19.
31. See id. at 24.
32. AARON LUKAS, WTO REPORT CARD III: GLOBALIZATION AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1
(CATO Institute Center for Trade Policy Studies, 2000), available at
http://www.freetrade.orglpubslbriefs/tbp-010.pdf (last visited Sept. 30, 2004) (analyzing the "effect of trade
and investment liberalization on the world's poorer nations").
33. AARON LUKAS, TAX BYTES: A PRIMER ON THE TAXATION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 31
(CATO Institute Center for Trade Policy Studies, 1999) available at
http://www.freetrade.org/pubs/pas/tpaOO9.pdf (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
34. Id.
35. Avi-Yonah, supra note 19, at 515.
36. See id. at 516.
37. Hellerstein, supra note 20, at 18.
38. See id.
39. Anderson, supra note 13 (suggesting that United State's state and local governments could lose
as much as $54.8 billion by 2001).
40. J.M. Spectar, Bridging the Global Digital Divide: Frameworks for Access and the World
Wireless Web, 26 N.C. J. INT'L L. & COM. REG. 87-88 (2000) (noting the majority of forecasts now indicate
that 35% or more of electronic commerce transactions will occur outside of United States borders).
41. U.N. DEP'T OF ECON. & Soc. AFFAIRS, IMPROVING RESOURCE MOBILIZATION IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES AND TRANSITION ECONOMIES, U.N. Doc. ST/ESA/PAD/SER.E/30, U.N. Sales No. E.02.1.H.2
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residents on all income they earn regardless of where it is earned. 42 Alterna-
tively, countries employing a source-based scheme tax income at its source of
consumption.43
Realistically, many countries blend together elements of both systems
preferring to tax residents on income earned globally and nonresidents on a
source basis. 44 It is important to note that under either approach, the exercise
of jurisdiction relies upon the "placement" of the transaction, for instance the
place of consumption or residence of taxpayer. Internet technology, however,
impedes this determination because any online sale or purchase might be made
routed through any number of different jurisdictions making the determination
of tax situs extremely difficult. 4
5
Policy debates arise when determining which taxation principles should
apply to electronic commerce. For developing economies, source-based
taxation (taxing the transaction at the place of consumption) is the proper
approach in taxing cross-border international flows.46 In addition to allowing
the source country to tax those transactions occurring within its borders, such
a principle is more consistent with international tax treaties. 47  However,
industrialized counties typically support residence-based schemes in order to
preserve their tax bases, rationalizing their position by suggesting that all
taxpayers are resident somewhere and that such a program is simpler to
implement than "sourcing" an online transaction to some geographic place.48
As these debates continue to play out, deciding which principles to apply will
likely be resolved along "North and South" lines.
Developing a uniform approach to the taxation of e-commerce remains
elusive due to conflicting agendas between developed countries and developing
economies. For developing economies "[i]f allowed to flourish, electronic
commerce will significantly improve the efficiency of economies, enhance their
(2002), at http://unpanl.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/un/unpan002083.pdf (last visited July 17,
2004) [hereinafter ECON. & Soc. AFF.].
42. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 12; see also U.N. CTAD, supra note 9, at 12 n.22 (discussing U.S.
tax structure wherein U.S. citizens are taxed on worldwide income wherever they may reside, but are given
credit for those tax monies already paid to the foreign jurisdiction. This practice plays against usual
international taxation precepts as most 'OECD countries... tax residents on their worldwide income and non-
residents on the income they earn in the relevant country.").
43. See id.
44. Tax Issues and Ramifications of Electronic Commerce, INT'L CHAMBER OF COM. (Comm'n on
Taxation jointly with the Business and Industry Advisory Comm. to the OECD (BCIA)), Dec. 15, 1999, at
http://www.iccwbo.org/home/statements_rules/statements/i 999/tax-issuesand-ramifications_of_electron
iccommerce.asp#bases (last visited July 17, 2004).
45. Avi-Yonah, supra note 19, at 515.
46. ECON. & Soc. AFF., supra note 41, at 67.
47. See id. at 66.
48. Id.
20041
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productivity, improve resource allocation .... and increase overall long-term
growth. '49 Eventually, this development would aid developed nations through
enhanced rates of growth brought about by the development of new markets.
Policy decisions inherent within these issues hold major ramifications for
developing nations because, as Dr. Teltscher notes, shifts to alternative revenue
sources are less feasible as import duties and related consumption taxes
comprise a higher share of revenue than that for developed nations.50 As Dr.
Hellerstein adds: "In short, .. . we cannot lose sight of the fact that the choice
of tax principles may well create winners and losers.""
This paper analyzes the effects of these issues upon developing economies
as displayed within the context of Burkina Faso. Section IH explores generally
the economic backdrop of Burkina Faso and West Africa. Section 11 analyzes
the WTO ban and its ramifications for Burkina Faso, while Section IV discusses
the application of tax principles to e-commerce. Finally, Section V concludes
that developing nations are not overly impaired by the current WTO tariff-ban,
but that residence-based taxation would severely retard their economic
development.
II. BURKINA FASO
In discussing e-commerce taxation trends and related international
ramifications for developing economies, the particular case of Burkina Faso
shall provide a contextual framework for discussion.
A. Background
As a developing economy, Burkina Faso presents a suitable choice for
discussion because its economy and policies mirror that of similarly situated
countries. Burkina Faso is home to 12.6 million inhabitants,52 and its surface
area approximates a size slightly larger than the state of Colorado. 3 Completely
landlocked, 4 Burkina Faso is situated tightly in the approximate center of West
Africa. Towards the west, Mali, the Gambia, Mauritania, Senegal, Guinea-
Bissau, Guinea and Sierra Leone completely block Burkina Faso from the
49. LUKAS, supra note 33, at 23.
50. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at iii.
51. Hellerstein, supra note 20, at 12.
52. CENT. INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, THE WORLD FACTBOOK, BURKINA FASO, at
http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/print/uv.htm (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter CIA].
53. See id.
54. See id.
Atlantic Ocean. To the south, Burkina Faso is blocked from the Gulf of
Guinea by Liberia, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, Benin and Nigeria.56
Economically, Burkina Faso is underdeveloped. Its industrial sector lacks
a solid base, contributes a scant 17% towards domestic GDP and is related to
"food-crop processing and to a lesser extent cotton ginning."'57 Its fledgling
private sector is populated with only 1,000 small and medium enterprises
("SME's") and 5,000 micro businesses58 in turn contributing almost 32% of the
GDP and 70% of all non-agricultural employment.59  Burkina Faso remains
heavily reliant on trade and exacts steep duties and tariffs on imports to generate
revenue. Burkina Faso relies largely upon external aid 6° and has qualified for
the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative ("HIPC") sponsored by the
IMF.61
GDP in Burkina Faso on a per capita basis approximates US$1,040
annually, 62 and 90% of its labor force is agriculturally related63 despite the fact
that it frequently experiences droughts and has only 12% arable land available
for farming." Gold, animal products and cotton comprise its chief commodity
exports, 61 with cotton accounting for 60% of Burkina Faso's total exports.
66
Within West Africa, Burkina enjoys a comparative advantage in its agriculture
and livestock industries, although each remains characterized by low productiv-
ity in world terms67 in part due to its fragile soil. 68 Small family farms populate
55. U.N. DEPT. OF PUB. INFO., CARTOGRAPHIC SEC., U.N. Map No. 3679.1. Rev. 1 (2002), at
http://www.un.orglDepts/Cartographic/map/profile/westafrica.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004).
56. See id.
57. ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD), AFRICAN
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 87 (Renouf Pub. Co. Ltd. 2003), available at
http://www.countryanalyticwork.net/caw/cawdoclib.nsf/IFDEFD30000B38C9285256DIF0035AO08/$fil
e/BURKINA+FASO+gb.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter AfDB/OECD].
58. CANADIAN INT'L DEV. AGENCY, BURKINA FASO-PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK, at 2.3, at
http://www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/CIDAWEB/webcountry.nsfNLUDocEn/BurkinaFaso-ProgrammingFramework
(last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter CIDA].
59. See id.
60. Id. (listing that Burkina Faso averaged $400 million per year in external aid between 1995 and
1997).
61. THE WORLD BANK GROUP, BURKINA FASO QUALIFIES FOR HIPC DEBT RELIEF TOTALING $700
M I L L I 0 N ( 2 0 0 0 ) a t
http://web.worldbank.orgIWBSITE/EXTERNALJNEWS/0,,contentMDK:20015273-menuPK:34466-pag
ePK:34370-piPK:34424-theSitePK:4607,00.html (last visited July 17, 2004).
62. See id.
63. See id.
64. CIA, supra note 52.
65. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 91.
66. Burkinabe President Urges End to Cotton Subsidies, AFROL NEWS, June 12, 2003, available
at http://www.afrol.com/articles/l2859 (last visited July 17, 2004).
67. CIDA, supra note 58, at 2.2.
6R See id
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the agricultural sector and primarily engage in subsistence farming, while the
livestock sector is based on large amounts of herding and suffers from low
productivity per livestock head for milk and meat.69 Corroborative of this
economic development, statistics show that the average life expectancy is just
over 46 years and that just over I in 10 children will die at childbirth.70
Despite this lack of development, Burkina Faso has attempted to
implement and maintain technologically progressive policies.7 1 This thirty-year-
old West African country formally regulates and trains industries involving
Internet technology, 72 and, as early as 1995, installed one of Africa's first
Internet nodes.73 In a continent where many nations postpone funding for
telecommunications needs, Burkina Faso guarantees citizens connection to
public telephone networks and at least one public access point in each rural
village.74 Presently, the country is one of only thirteen African countries
instituting a tariff system allowing for Internet access at the cost of a local
phone call,75 and already counts approximately 25,000 Internet users among its
populace.76 Moreover, in the spring of 2000, Burkina awarded two mobile
cellular telephony licenses to private operators in hopes of further liberalizing
the telecommunications sector.77
Politically, Burkina Faso enjoys a stable climate.78 In May of 2002, the
country experienced multiparty elections for the first time since gaining inde-
pendence from France in 1960, 7" and seats various regional economic and
planning centers for West Africa.8" Burkina Faso incorporates elements of
69. See id.
70. CIA, supra note 52.
71. Lyombo Eko, Many Spiders, One Worldwide Web: Towards a Typology of Internet Regulations,
6 COMM. L. & POL'Y J. 445,482 (2001) (discussing Burkina Faso's technological framework).
72. Id. at 482.
73. See id.
74. ITU-D Study Group, Study Group 1, Question 7/1, ITU Telecommunication Dev. Bureau Doc.
1/115(Rev.2)-E, at 68 (2002), at http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/study-groups/SGP_1998-
2002/SG l/Documents/2000/115r2e.doc (last visited July 17, 2004).
75. Information Rich Information Poor, BBC NEWS, Oct. 14, 1999, at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/hi/special-report/1999/10/99/information_rich-information-poor/471891.stm (last
visited July 17, 2004).
76. CIA, supra note 52.
77. Memorandum from Jean-Baptiste Compaord, Minister of Finance and Budget, to Horst Koehler,
Managing Director, International Monetary Fund (Dec. 11, 2000), at
http://www.imf.org/extemal/np/loi/2000/bfa/02/index.htm (last visited July 17, 2004).
78. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 94.
79. Burkina Faso-Letter of Intent from Jean-Baptiste Compaord, Minister of Finance and Budget,
to Horst Koehler, Managing Director, International Monetary Fund (Oct. 18, 2002), at
http://www.imf.org/extemal/npIoi/2002/bfa/02index.htm (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter Letter of
Intent].
80. See generally SUB-SAHARAN APR. TRANSPORT POL'Y PROGRAM, WORKING PAPER NO. 2,
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French civil and customary law into its constitution-based system of gover-
nance,81 and its tri-partite parliamentary republic allows for a unicameral
legislature, a democratically elected executive and an independent judiciary.82
B. West Africa
West Africa is one of the world's more crowded regions as 16 of the
continent's 54 nations lie within approximately one-fifth of the continent's
surface area.83 The relatively tight proximity of West African countries to one
another manifests itself into a regional symbiosis as internal economic, political
and social conditions often spill into neighboring countries." For instance,
Burkina Faso is watching the recent escalation of armed conflict in Liberia to
the south85 because that country has involved itself in the internal affairs of Cote
d'Ivoire, which borders both Liberia and Burkina Faso. Liberian developments
affect Cote d'Ivoire because Liberia at varying times has fought on either side
of the current conflict in Cote d'Ivoire, West Africa's "most sophisticated
economy.,
86
Economically, this development holds particular significance for
landlocked Burkina Faso for two reasons. First, the ports of Cote d'Ivoire
historically service 80% of Burkina Faso's export trade. 7 Second, its economy
generates jobs for two-thirds of Burkina Faso's 5 million88 migrant workers who
send their "remittances" back home. 9
This regional integration surfaces in other ways. Burkina Faso has formed
a supranational economic block with other regional countries known as the
West African Economic and Monetary Union ("WAEMU"). 90 Established in
SHIPPING SERVICES IN WESTERN AND CENTRAL AFRICAN COUNTRIES, Vol. i (1993), at
http://www.worldbank.orglafr/ssatplWorking%20Papers/SSATPWPO2.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004); see
also Regional Committee for Africa, 50th sess., Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (2000), at
http://w3.whosea.org/dgmessgs/28-08-00.htm (last visited July 17, 2004) (evidencing the hosting various
planning centers).
81. CIA, supra note 52.
82. See id.
83. Africa Action, Frequently Asked Questions, athttp://www.africaaction.org/faq/cuntry.htm (last
visited July 17, 2004).
84. West Africa's Wars: A Region in Flames, ECONOMIST 54 (2003).
85. See id.
86. See id.
87. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 93.
88. See id. at 89.
89. See id.
90. United States Embassy, Dakar, Senegal, Trade Liberalization: WAEMU's First Tentative Steps
Toward Regional Integration Could Benefit Senegal (Feb. 10, 2004), at
http://www.dakarcom.com/EconRepons/econwaemu.htm (last visited July 17, 2004). WAEMU member
states include Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo).
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1994,91 this centralized economic planning committee endeavors to unify and
develop West Africa through the creation of a single economic market of 67
million people while ensuring the "free movement of persons, goods and
",92services. Collectively, West African nations consolidate their respective
monetary policies in the hands of the Central Bank of West African States
("BCEAO"),93 which implements WAEMU goals as selected by the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund ("IMF").94
By some accounts, recent economic indicators might suggest that Burkina
Faso's economy is healthy. Burkina Faso experienced a 4.6% increase in GDP
for each of 2001 and 2002 while the GDP deflator for the same two-year period
dropped from a 5.3 for 2001 to a 2.2 for 2002. 95 Generally, these facts suggest
that Burkina Faso' s economy has experienced an increasing rate of growth even
after adjusting for inflationary effects, which are declining.
However, Burkina Faso has structural problems that impair its current
ability to sustain periods of dynamic growth. For starters, its taxing capabilities
lack distinctive bite. Burkina Faso's industrialized sector is largely agricultur-
ally related. Its 2001 domestic tax rates are low, falling "well below the
WAEMU goal of at least 17%. "96 This has meant that resultant tax revenues
approximated a mere 12% of GDP, a statistic partially explained by the
substantial limits put in place by anti-poverty efforts ruling out extensions of
taxation to some agriculture sectors. 97 To complicate matters, significant
weakness in the tax administration and collection hampers income streams98 and
international grants dropped amidst international concerns and allegations of
corruption. 99 Succinctly, Burkina Faso's present taxation system lacks the
91. UNION ECONOMIQUE ET MONETAIRE OUEST AFRICAINE (UEMOA) [WEST AFRICAN ECONOMIC
AND MONETARY UNION (WAEMU)], at http://212.52.130.131/organes/Historique/Uemoa-historique.htm (last
visited July 29, 2004).
92. KOUASSY Oussou & KANVALY DIOMANDt, AFRICA & THE WORLD TRADING SYSTEM: THE
CASE OF COTE D'IVOIRE 26 (2000), at http://www.aercafrica.org/documents/AWTSICotedlvoire.doc (last
visited Sept. 30, 2004).
93. The CFA Franc Currency, AFRICA REVEALED.COM, June 12, 2001, at http://www.africarevealed.
com/Templates/er2.0/bundle/default.jsp?nodeld=104&articleld=103 (last visited Sept. 30, 2004) [hereinafter
CFA Franc Currency].
94. IMF Concludes Article IV Consultation with Burkina Faso, IMF Public Information Notice
(PIN) No. 00/57 (Aug. 8, 2000), at http://www.imf.org/extemal/np/sec/pn/2000/pn0057.htm (last visited July
17, 2004).
95. Burkina Faso: Statistical Annex, IMF Country Report No. 03/198, at 3 (June 2003), at
http://www.imf.org/extemal/pubs/ft/scr/2003/cr03198.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter IMF].
96. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 89.
97. See id. at n.3.
98. See id. at 90.
99. See id.
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ability and capacity to spur economic growth because of its weak base and
inefficient administration.
Unable to raise sufficient funds on its own, foreign aid from the IMF and
World Bank accounted for 57.4% of Burkinabe GDP for 2 001.'°° As one of the
world's poorest countries, Burkina Faso has also qualified for HIPC Initiative
funds' °' and related debt forgiveness plans, which alleviate budgetary pressures
to some degree. Without such funds, Burkina's budget deficit totals approxi-
mately 187 billion CFAf,102 but when factoring in such funds, the deficit is
reduced 35% to CFAf 68.7 billion.'0 3 Excluding the use of HIPC resources, the
overall budget deficit was kept below 4% of GDP at the end of 2002.' 04
Government officials watch this percentage closely because government
expenditures must remain within certain parameters in order for Burkina to
qualify for HIPC funding and debt reduction.'0 5 This, in turn, means Burkina
Faso has limited options when spending public monies.
Externally, Burkina Faso's negative current account for 2000 averaged
upwards of 14% of domestic GDP."°6 The bulk of its exportation consists of
cotton, livestock and gold, 10 7 and an estimated 23% of its export trade is
conducted with other WAEMU nations,'0 8 which further limits tax revenues
because all imports from fellow WAEMU nations are exempted from tariff.' °9
Projections for 2003 show that a general worsening of this account will take this
number to around 20% caused by a larger drop in exports than that in imports,
although both numbers are moving in the wrong direction."0 Thus, interna-
tional trade is not providing those dynamic returns needed to help boost the
100. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 91.
101. Seeid.at90.
102. CFA Franc Currency, supra note 93 (noting that the CFAf is commonly recognized as the
abbreviation for the common currency of the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), and
its member states, of which Burkina Faso is a member. The "meaning of the abbreviation CFA Franc has
changed a few times since its birth. Nowadays, there is a different abbreviation for the two authorities which
are responsible for the CFA." For the WAEMU central bank, the Central Bank of West African States
(BCAEO), the CFA franc abbreviation stands for the Franc of the African Financial Community); see also
African Economist Makes Case for African Currency, PAN-AFRICAN NEWS AGENCY, May 2000 (noting that
"the CFAf is pegged to the euro, and that WAEMU states and neighboring Anglophone countries led by
Nigerian and Ghana plan to float a single West African currency by 2004"), reprinted at
http://unpanl .un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/un/unpanOOO134.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004).
103. IMF, supra note 95, at 21.
104. Letter of Intent, supra note 79.
105. See generally Memorandum, supra note 77.
106. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 90.
107. CIA, supra note 52.
108. IMF, supra note 95, at 36.
109. P. D. Kaushik, Internet: Tariff Free Zone, at http://www.rgfindia.com/rgf2/text/focus05.htm
(last visited July 17, 2004).
110. AfDB/OECD, supra note 57, at 90 tbl.3.
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country out of the range of possible economic collapse, a possibility made
increasingly likely should international transfers begin to lessen.
C. Tax Structure
Generally, the internal tax structure of a developing economy differs from
that of a developed economy in the sense that import tariffs and taxes comprise
the majority of government revenue for most developing countries. For
instance, before the WTO agreed to ban tariffs on imported digitized products,
the United States exacted a 0.3% tariff on such imports while Burkina Faso
charged 20%."' Moreover, when coupled with tax revenues derived from
domestic goods and services, revenues from imports comprises 58.3% of
developing countries' revenue streams, and 37% for developed countries." 2
When isolated as a percentage of total government revenue, import duties and
related revenues from additional consumption taxes typically comprise 15.8%
of a developing economy's total government revenues while only 2.6% for
developed countries. 1
3
Historically, Burkina Faso and other developing countries have enacted
customs duties and tariffs to protect domestic markets from foreign goods,
restrain excessive importation and fund domestic budgets. Predictably, such
measures often discourage the inflow of foreign trade and lead to sluggish tax
revenues." 4  Within the context of Burkina Faso, regional coordination
conducted by WAEMU and the BCAEO has resulted in a common tariff
scheme' complimented by the systematic reduction of internal tariffs as
overseen by the IMF. "6 Thus, continued membership in the WAEMU requires
Burkina Faso's overall level of tariffs to drop from 39% to 27%, which still
remains somewhat high by world standards." 1
7
Under the WAEMU, broad-based tariff reform was implemented in 1999
to consolidate and systematize member states tariff structures in the form of a
common tariff scheme. Within this framework, the number of dutiable product
categories was reduced from seven to four subject to four statutory tariff rates:
11!. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 53-54.
112. JONES & BASu, supra note 18.
113. See id.
114. W. Ray Williams, The Role of Caesar in the Next Millennium? Taxation of E-Commerce: An
Overview and Analysis, 27 WM. MrCHELL L. REv. 1703, 1706 (2001) (discussing the taxability of tangible
goods sold over the internet to consumers).
115. Senegal, at http://rO.unctad.org/trains/2002%2OSenegal.html (last visited July 17, 2004).
116. G. E. Gondwe, Making Globalization Work in Africa, FIN. & DEV., at n.3; see also Romain
Wacziarg & Karen Horn Welch, Trade Liberalization and Growth: New Evidence, (Nov. 2003) (arguing that
liberalization has robust positive effects on growth, openness, and investment rates within countries), at
http://www.stanford.edu/-wacziarg/downloads/integration.pdf (last visited July 17, 2004).
117. Senegal, supra note 115.
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0, 5, 10, 20 percent, "'8 and internal tariffs were eliminated.l"9 WAEMU member
states additionally agreed to a lowering of other internal tariffs characterized by
100% reductions for agriculture, crafts, livestock and agreed industrial products
originating from fellow members as well as a preferential tariff for unlisted
industrial items.12
0
Additionally, Burkina Faso imposes a number of other taxes. These
include a Value-Added Tax ("VAT") 121 implemented in September of 1996 to
tax (18%) the value of goods and services produced in Burkina Faso by
companies and non-salaried individuals. 122 Moreover, Burkina Faso imposes
excise taxes upwards of 95% on imported tobacco and 25% on imported
alcoholic beverages while also levying domestic tax on monopolies, petroleum
products and insurance contracts. 123  Finally, Burkina Faso has four import
duties in addition to those already in place ranging between 0.5-5% on all
imports not otherwise exempted. 2
4
Thus, having illustrated the internal economic structure of Burkina Faso,
some inferences may be drawn. First, Burkina Faso's tax base remains fragile
and comprised of small farming entities and agriculturally related industry,
characterized by modest returns and low productivity. Second, domestic tax
administration and enforcement mechanisms are poor and inefficient, which
retard the inflow of tax revenues. Third, heavily reliant upon foreign trade,
Burkina Faso's tax structure remains inherently protectionist, which then slows
the inflow of imports and other goods making it difficult to increase revenues
through customs duties and surcharges. Fourth, international organizations such
as the IMF have placed external constraints upon internal policymaking in order
for Burkina Faso to qualify for additional aid, constraints which further limits
its number of possible policy responses. As a result of these, Burkina Faso's
tepid economic performance and quasi-protectionist tax regime leaves itself
over-reliant upon foreign aid, debt reduction plans, international trade and an
undeveloped tax base.
118. Embassy of the Republic of Senegal, Senegal: One of the Best Economic Opportunities in West
Africa, at http://www.senegalembassy.co.uk/opportunities.html (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter
Embassy].
119. IMF, supra note 95, at 45.
120. See id. at 45.
121. EU Law & Policy Overview: Value Added Tax-Practical Aspects, EUROPEAN UNION, at
http://www.eumnion.org/legislatIVATweb.htm (last visited July 17, 2004) [hereinafter EU Law]. (A VAT
is a consumption-based tax assessed on the increased value of goods as they pass from various stages of
production).
122. IMF, supra note 95, at 42.
123. See id. at 43.
124. See id. at app.
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I. INTERNET TARIFFS
Section III discusses the WTO's controversial freeze on customs duties
placed on e-commerce preventing countries from imposing tariffs on digitized
products transferred electronically. Opponents suggest the ban disproportion-
ately affects the world's poorer countries while others, namely the United
States, respond that the ban ensures the tax-neutral and equitable landscape
necessary for future development of Internet e-commerce and developing
economies.
A. Alphabet Soup-the WTO, GATT and GATS
The WTO is a multilateral organization that attempts to formulate
international trade policy through the collective efforts of its members. 125 The
group seeks to harmonize international trade law and to reduce or eliminate
trade tariffs in order to "facilitate global trade.' 2 6 Under WTO policy, two
international agreements govern the cross-border flows of goods and services,
but neither contemplates the classification problems presented by electronic
trade. These agreements are the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
("GATT") and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Services ("GATS").
GATT and GATS serve different purposes as traditionally "international
trade rules applicable to goods are different from those applicable to ser-
vices." 127 Under the GATT agreement, "trade in goods is subject to a well-
developed, comprehensive and rigorous set of trade rules."'128 Member states
may not differentiate between imported goods on the basis of origin but these
restrictions relate only to internal measures, as the countries may impose duties
or tariffs on all imports.
129
Meanwhile, services, such as accounting and financial services, receive
different tax treatment under GATS. Duties and tariffs are not imposed on
services sent across borders and, unlike trade in physical goods, governments
are free to subsidize domestic providers if they wish. 130 While the GATT
agreement allows nations to impart tariffs upon physical goods transferred
across national borders, GATS prohibits nations from placing tariffs upon
transferred services. 13' GATS would, however, allow Burkina Faso to
125. Kaushik, supra note 109.
126. See id.
127. CAN. DEP'T OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS & INT'L TRADE, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND THE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE RULES: DISCUSSION OF KEY TRADE POLICY ISSUES 2, (2002), at
http://www.dfaitmaeci.gc.caltna-nac/documents/e-comm-e.pdf (last visited Sept. 30, 2004).
128. See id. at 3.
129. Id.
130. Id. at 3-4.
131. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 3.
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implement quotas restricting the amount of services entering its country. 32
Thus, the WTO ban and issue of classification interconnects because different
multilateral agreements will apply depending upon the classification of
transmission. "As a consequence of these differences, the treatment of a
product can differ significantly depending on whether it is classified as a good
or a service." '133
While goods delivered in conventional or physical form remain dutiable, 134
the WTO has banned the implementation of customs upon digitized products
delivered electronically across borders. 135 This ban stems from a 1998 proposal
noting that most industrialized nations did not consider "electronic transmis-
sions as importations for customs duties purposes," leading some WTO
countries to refrain from charging customs duties on electronically delivered
items. 13 6 As a result, the WTO formalized the then current practice of member
states refraining from implementing electronic taxes and tariffs on digitized
goods transferred electronically therein creating the free environment in which
cross-border electronic commerce now operates. 137
This ban is a source of disagreement. UNCTAD and activist groups
suggest the financial impact of WTO's tax-free approach falls disproportion-
ately upon the Global South 138 because developing countries structure their tax
and finance systems upon duties and tariffs, and because they lack political
capital sufficient to protect their policy goals. Therefore, extending the current
freeze will retard internal development for these countries due to a like
reduction in tariff revenues. 3 9 The United States maintains that a deregulated
approach to electronic commerce allows for its development, critical to future
growth of developing countries.In°
Others argue that such countries are unfairly excluded from policy debates
and that industrialized nations simply have "little concern" for developing
countries, especially given their marginal contributions to GDP. 4 ' "Within the
WTO, they have raised concerns about possible tariff revenue implications
resulting from a ban on customs duties on electronic transmissions ... they lack
132. See id. at 6.
133. AADITYA MATToo & LUDGER SCHUKNECHT, TRADE POLICIES FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
(June, 2000), at http://econ.worldbank.org/docs/l133.pdf (last visited Oct. 1, 2004).
134. ARVIND PANAGARIYA, U.N. CTAD, E-COMMERCE, WTO AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, POLICY
ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND COMMODITIES, study ser. No. 2, at 3, UNCTAD/ITCD/TA B/3, U.N.
Sales No. E.00-1l-D-23, available at http://192.91.247.38/tab/pubs/itcdtab3_en.pdf (last visited July 17,2004).
135. MATrOO & SCHUKNECHT, supra note 133.
136. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 3.
137. See id.
138. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at iii.
139. See id.
140. Anderson, supra note 13.
141. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 2.
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resources to provide evidence which could support their concerns. Many of
them are still struggling to keep up with the rapid developments in the area of
e-commerce, recognizing that it has the potential for substantial beneficial
effects on their economies." '142
Forming a consensus among members of the international community is
not easily achieved. Generally, international policy consensus suggests that new
categories of classification are unnecessary because the use of Internet-related
technology, even when used to convey digitized products, is already covered by
GATS. For instance, the general opinion amongst some WTO members is that
most transactions conducted online are services already covered by GATS,143
and that therefore the question of classification should be resolved by resorting
to the GATT/GATS pre-existing framework.'" However, other members view
the digital version of a good, such as the text of a printed book, as a service that
should be covered by the GATS agreement, while still other members hold the
view that such a product remains a good, subject to customs duties and other
provisions of the GATT agreement.
Accordingly, proposals abound. Suggestions include dismissing the
GATT/GATS system entirely for these types of products, and design another
system of categorization, while others suggest treating all electronic transmis-
sions as either goods or services for ease of application and taxing clarity.'45
For instance, the WTO proposes the proposition that an electronic transmission
be treated as a service, unless it may be termed a good,' 46 which would be
defined as any transmission retaining the ability to transform into a "physical
good" at destination and thus keep its dutiable nature under GATT. 147 Those
services retaining GATS treatment might include accounting and financial
services, tourism and telecommunications support. A third suggestion is to
balance the treatment between the two systems. In other words, apply "GATS
to all Internet trade, or GATT to that trade for which physical counterparts also
exist, and GATS to all other e-trade.' 4 8
The European Union supports a "service-oriented" approach proposing that
all electronically transmitted goods be treated as services under the GATS
agreement.'49 As GATS allows for quota restrictions upon imported services,
this stance would effectively allow the European Union to restrict the imports
142. Id. at 2.
143. EUGENE R. QUINN, JR., DOING BusINEss ON THE WEB: NAVIGATING THE INTERNATIONAL TAX
MAZE, at 10 (1999), at http://www.ipwatchdog.com/toledocle.pdf (last visited Oct. 1, 2004).
144. PANAGARIYA, supra note 134, at 3-4.
145. See id. at 4-5.
146. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 5.
147. See id.
148. PANAGARIYA, supra note 134, at 4.
149. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 6.
of audio-visual services from foreign suppliers and competitors, namely the
United States.150  Meanwhile, the United States desires a "goods-oriented"
approach forcing electronically transferred digitized transmissions to be
considered physical goods for purposes of the WTO and GATT.51 "Clearly, not
all digitally delivered products are services," such as computer programming or
games, thus, this classification results in the disadvantage of having functionally
equivalent products receive different tax treatments because of their delivery
mechanisms.'52
B. Burkina Faso
For all the confusion and concern surrounding the WTO ban and its
supposed affects upon developing nations, it is helpful to put these lost revenues
into context. Burkina Faso levies some of the highest tariff rates on digitized
products in the world.' In 1997, Burkina Faso exacted the sixth highest levels
of import duties upon digitized products in the world."' Burkina Faso exacted
the fifth highest tariff rate in the world upon digitized film and third highest for
printed material in the world.'55 Specifically, Burkina Faso taxes imported
digitized film at 31%, digitized print matter at 30.1% and imported digitized
video games at 31%.156 What is more, Burkina Faso, similar to other developing
economies, levies supplementary consumption taxes upon the same products at
rates considerably higher than those of its tariffs.'57 For instance, Burkina levies
a 19.7% tariff on digitized imports but adds supplementary consumption taxes
on such imports at 25% making for a total percentage tariff of 44.7%.58
In analyzing the effects of the current WTO ban, UNCTAD notes that the
resultant revenue losses fall disproportionately upon developing countries.
159
As noted above, customs duties accounts for 15.8% of government revenue for
a developing country as compared to 2.6% for that of industrialized countries.160
Absolute revenue loss, combining both tariff and additional consumption
excises, in developing countries resulting from the WTO ban amounts to 63%
150. Id.
151. Id.
152. COMPUTER SYS. POLICY PROJECT, INDIRECT TAXATION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE; POSITION
PAPER, (1999), at http://www.cspp.org/projects/CSPPTax_Paper.pdf (last visited Oct. 1, 2004).
153. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 49 tbl. 10.
154. See id. at 47 tbl.8.
155. See id. at 49 tbl.10.
156. See id.
157. See id.
158. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 53-54 tbl. 13.
159. See id. at iii.
160. Id. at 20.
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of revenue loss despite a 16% share of trade in digitized products. 6 ' This
incongruence is partly explained by the fact that developing nations average
higher tariffs on all product lines when compared with that of industrialized
nations. 162
However, placing these figures into context helps to better quantify these
losses. The UNCTAD study, based largely upon the work of Dr. Teltscher, lists
Burkina Faso's total revenues stemming from tariffs on digitized products at
$3,567,000 (U.S.). 63 According to the IMF's Statistical Annex for Burkina
Faso, the average exchange rate listed for Burkina Faso in 1999 was 614.9
CFAf per U.S.$."6 Accordingly, in U.S. dollars, these same receipts translate
to 2,193,348,300 CFAf in losses for Burkina Faso.165 For the same year, the
IMF lists total tax revenues generated by Burkina Faso at 220,744,000,000
CFAf.' 66 Thus, to place these lost tariff revenues into context, simple math
indicates that they total less than 1% (.0099%) of Burkinabe tax inflows. 67
Although in percentage terms the present WTO ban results in larger
revenue losses for Burkina Faso relative to percentage losses of developed
countries, the amount of online business conducted by Burkina Faso dictates
that these losses comprise at best a marginal share of total government tax
revenue. The potential loss of related tariff, surcharge, and consumption
revenue stemming from the WTO ban as a percentage of total tax revenues
amounts to less than 1%. This percentage does not lead to the conclusion that
the ban's continuance will irreparably harm national internal development.
These numbers suggest that developing countries will not necessarily be harmed
in the future by current international policy.
Moreover, the same study indicates that, on average, the additional duties
exacted upon such items are roughly similar in both developed and developing
nations.168 Specifically, in the case of tariffs, the developing countries are
"clearly the ones imposing.., higher rates than the developed countries. In the
case of other duties, however, the rates between developed and developing
countries hardly differ."'' 69 In addition, the study adds that customs surcharges,
excluding consumption taxes, are within two percentage points of each other.tT
161. Id. at 19.
162. Id. at 19-20.
163. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 55 tbl. 14 (including additional surcharges and consumption taxes).
164. IMF, supra note 95, at 3.
165. (614.9CFAf/U.S.$)(U.S.$3,567,000) = 2,193,238,300CFAf.
166. IMF, supra note 95, at 23 tbl.20.
167. 2,193,348,300LR from Digitized Product Ban/220,744,000,000 total Tax Revenues = .0099%.
168. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 22.
169. See id. (indicating that developing countries tax imports at 22.9% as compared to 23.1% for that
of developing nations).
170. See id. (noting that such rates are higher in developing countries, 8.7% than in developed
countries, 6.1%).
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Hence, it is the existence of the often-exorbitant consumption taxes that
differentiate relative importation taxation schedules between these two groups.
Thus, it may be that the current WTO freeze on digitized product tariffs is less
responsible for the loss of Burkina Faso's tax revenue than its choice of
regulatory policy.
As a result, this paper suggests that the present WTO ban should remain
in place as presently formulated. Although the ban does result in disproportion-
ate losses in percentage terms for developing countries, when placed within the
context of a single country, these losses appear minimal. The present ban is not
a permanent solution to the classification issue because e-commerce is a
legitimate technological revolution and the present tax losses borne by national
and subnational governments will continue to increase as more business moves
online.
C. The Future
Given that data cited above, the numbers suggest that the current WTO ban
does not overly impair the developing economy of Burkina Faso any more than
its own choice of regulatory policy. However, given the importance of
globalization and Internet technology, international trade policy should
accommodate the related concerns of all nations. The relationship between
open trade regimes and improved economic growth in the middle to long run is
well documented. 171 Studies underscore the link between economic growth and
trade liberalization,' 7 2 and indicate that the relaxation of tariffs directly correlate
to improved economic, fiscal, and monetary indicators. 73 As noted by Mr.
Lukas, the OECD concludes that open trade regimes help economies grow twice
as fast as "closed-economy counterparts."' 74 The case for Burkina Faso is no
different; economic growth will not occur until it lowers its barriers to trade,
which has the important effect of diversifying its tax base by incorporating more
technological and information based capabilities into its national economy.
However, the point is made that the WTO ban does not significantly impair
developing nations as suggested by UNCTAD. Unquestionably, developing
countries rely more heavily on tariffs and international trade to generate tax
revenues than do developed nations as evidenced by the extremely high
supplementary rates of consumption taxes and surcharges. Because these taxes
are in place, any ban on tariffs would resultantly impact, in percentage terms,
these nations to a greater degree than that of developed nations. However, the
171. LUKAS, supra note 32, at 2.
172. Id.
173. Id.
174. Id. (contrasting the different results and experiences between East Asian and Sub-Saharan
African internal growth rates as a result of fundamental differences between trade regimes).
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reality remains that developing countries, such as Burkina Faso, conduct only
minimal amounts of electronic trading in digitized products. It is this relatively
insignificant amount of digitized trade rendering any attendant revenue loss of
little consequence.
Moreover, the study discussed above has indicated that the present WTO
ban causes only a portion of these resultant losses, with the disproportionate
share of revenue loss stemming from the inability of Burkina Faso and others
to collect on these additional taxes, which in some instances amount to 134%
of the original product value. 75 The historical reliance upon foreign aid coupled
with relative economic isolation has allowed Burkina Faso to delay necessary
market reforms, therein leading to poverty conditions for its populace. While
in the short-term, developing countries may experience revenue loss. This loss,
however, should not deter the long-term accommodation of a tariff-exempt
Internet forum given the advantages to the developing world of increased cross-
border flow.
IV. ELECTRONIC TAXATION OF E-COMMERCE
While Section III analyzed the current classification issue, Section IV
examines which international taxation principles should govern online sales, and
discusses tax issues arising from the changes brought upon the contemporary
business model by e-commerce, including digitization, disintermediation, and
the dichotomy of residence and source based taxation.
A. Zeroes and Ones
The basic parameters of this issue are well documented and need not take
considerable time in this discussion. 7 6 As ever-increasing amounts of business
move online, nation-states are losing a concomitant share of revenue,' the
sheer size of which dictating that some consensus within the international
community will be reached in the future. For developed and developing nations
alike, those tax revenues currently escaping government coffers underscore the
lost opportunity to coup additional tax floWS178 and in some instances exacerbate
already low tax receipts. Resultantly, the international community has been
175. TELTSCHER, supra note 14, at 53 tbl.13 (indicating that Ethiopia's additional tariffs and
surcharges aount to 134%).
176. See generally David R. Tillinghast, Lecture, What's Source Got to do with It? Source Rules and
U.S International Taxation, 56 TAX L. REV. 81 (2002) (exploring the normative bases for international
taxation).
177. Tom Spargo, It's Time to Start Factoring Net Taxes Into Your Global eBiz Strategy, JAPAN INC.,
Feb. 2000 (noting that Internet-based e-commerce outside of the U.S. might grow to $3 trillion by 2005), at
http://www.japaninc.net/mag/comp/2000/O2/febOO-valley.html (last visited July 17, 2004).
178. JONES & BASU, supra note 18, at 10.
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greatly interested in balancing the protection of domestic tax bases with the
development of e-commerce. 1
79
One way in which Internet technology has changed contemporary business
models is through digitization. Fundamentally, the Internet is based upon
digitized information, which may be described simply as transforming data into
a form compatible with electronic transfer.180 Internet technology converts data
into encrypted bits and constructs it into a long series of binary digits (zeroes
and ones) to be transmitted electronically to its destination. 8' E-commerce
applies this technology to contemporary business, and is understood to include
online transactions involving downloadable music, movies, games, publication,
and some services, such as financial planning, banking, and computer support.'82
The process of digitization impacts traditional commerce by dramatically
reducing the related costs of conducting business.'83 For instance, attendant
transaction, labor, input, and information costs are simultaneously cut without
regard to the type or place of transaction. This phenomenon combines with the
Internet's world presence to open distant markets traditionally closed to once
local companies,'" which is the basic process underlying globalization. As Dr.
Hellerstein notes, this increased flow and interaction translates to greater stress
placed upon tax administration due to the volume of transactions.
8 5
B. Disintermediation and consumer identification
A second way technology has impacted the traditional business model is
through the related trend of disintermediation. Internet related technology has
changed the contemporary business model by allowing market participants to
transact directly with one another from any global access point leading to
greater transacting convenience for market entrants and the phenomenon of
"disintermediation."'' 86 Conceptually, the traditional business model grouped
the manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer and end-user together in a processed chain
179. DARRING MORGAN & MEREDITH HILL, THE WTO AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE (1999), at
http://www.washington.edu/wto/issues/ecommerce.html (last visited Oct. 1, 2004).
180. Hellerstein, supra note 20, at 5.
181. Arvind Panagariya, Inside the World of E-commerce, ECON. TIMES & OTHER PRESS WRITINGS,
July 28, 1999, at http://www.bsos.umd.edu/econ/panagariya/apecon/ET/et-02-july99.htm (last visited July
17, 2004).
182. CHARLES E. MCLURE JR., THE WORLD BANK GROUP, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, at
http://wwwl.worldbank.org/publicsector/tax/ecommerce.htm (last visited Oct. 1, 2003).
183. See generally Arthur J. Cordell, Taxing the Internet: The Proposalfor a Bit Tax, Speech Before
the International Tax Program at Harvard Law School (Feb. 14, 1997), at
http://www.arraydev.comlcommerce/J1BC/9702-05.htm (last visited July 17, 2004).
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of supply. As a result of the Internet, this chain has morphed to allow direct
contact between consumers and manufacturers, leaving intermediaries expend-
able.'8 7 The notion of disintermediation simply labels this structural change and
relates that third-party intermediaries will typically not be present in the average
online transaction. This absence, however, creates sizeable problems for tax
officials.
Historically, taxation systems rely upon traditional retailers and inter-
mediaries to recoup tax proceeds from transactions, thus linking purchases and
sales to a physical location within a taxing jurisdiction.'88 However, "the
problem with taxing e-commerce arises because of the uncertainty of the
locale"'89 as no notion of a singular, physical place exists online. Thus, "[I]nter-
net transactions.., are difficult to locate in two dimensional geographic space
and thus render territorial jurisdiction problematic."' 90 Hence, disintermediation
leaves tax administrators with the "enormous challenge of determining how to
implement geographically limited taxing systems in a technological environ-
ment that renders geography irrelevant. ' 191
Redistributing this responsibility for locating transactions from the
intermediary to the individual or private consumer has not occurred for a couple
of reasons. Given the decentralized nature of the Internet, information packets
are sent on by routers and servers locating the most efficient path given network
configurations. 92 Participants will not usually know the exact paths taken by
their e-communications, which are shredded into smaller pieces, passed on by
routers and servers in the most efficient fashion and then reassembled at
destination. '93 However, between transmission and receipt, each piece could
have traveled through any combination of taxing jurisdictions depending upon
the physical location of the servers and levels of congestion on the network. 9
4
For instance, over 30,000 taxing jurisdictions exist in the United States alone.'95
Thus, policymakers find themselves in a difficult situation. International,
federal, state, and local jurisdictions have yet to develop practical systems of
harnessing sales and use taxes associated with online purchases. 96 Should the
187. Seeid. at516.
188. JONES & BASU, supra note 18, at 10.
189. Williams, supra note 114, at 1705.
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authorities wish to collect tax on the income or consumption, they must look for
consumers to voluntarily remit the tax payment to the jurisdiction. 197 Thus,
placing "locating" and payment responsibility upon the individual consumer is
administratively impractical.
C. Income Taxation-Residence vs. Source
Before a taxing jurisdiction may exact and recoup tax revenues, it must
first find a normative basis upon which to exercise the authority to tax.' 9'
International bases supporting jurisdiction to tax income divide into two
schemas, residence-based and sourced-based taxation, which often overlap and
confuse taxpayers. Fundamentally, residence-based systems tax the worldwide
income earned by resident taxpayers regardless of its source. 99 Thus, income
earned by an American citizen while working in the United States and in other
countries will be taxed on this basis. Such a system looks to the individual or
corporate taxpayer's residence in order to exercise the jurisdiction to tax.2"
Once established that the taxpayer is a resident, "that country may fix a legal
right to tax that company's income." ''
Source-based taxation schemes, however, focus on the place of consump-
tion in taxing income,202 thus intending to "limit income tax collection to the
jurisdiction where the economic activity takes place., 20 3  Countries using
source-based taxation principles tax income generated within its geographical
borders regardless of the taxpayer's nationality.2°4 Generally, sourcing countries
are usually given preferential treatment because a sovereign has a stronger claim
to tax the activities occurring within its borders.2 5 Common bilateral treaties,
most usually based on the OECD Model Tax Treaty,2° afford the sourcing
197. Id. at 18.
198. See generally Stephan Wilske & Teresa Schiller, International Jurisdiction in Cyberspace:
Which States May Regulate the Internet, 50 FED. COMM. LJ. 1997 (discussing the application of traditional
bases of international law within the context of taxation).
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country predominance because international norms have established that the
sourcing country has the "preponderant right" to tax active business income
deriving from within its borders.2 °7 This is evidenced by the fact that resident
countries unquestionably allow source countries the "first bite at the apple"2 8
and foreign tax credits to those taxpayers paying tax to the sourcing country.2"
Within the context of electronic commerce, either system is predicated
upon geographical notions of place. In sourcing countries, the ability or
exercise of taxation is triggered by the fact that the transaction has taken place
within their borders. 210  For residence-based jurisdictions, taxing authority
extends from the notion of residence within geographic bounds. 21  Thus, similar
to the problems encountered by traditional taxation structures in placing the
transaction, residence and source based systems experience difficulty in
exercising taxing jurisdiction when the notion of territorial place is subverted
by Internet technology.
D. Residence-based problems for developing countries
In 1996, the United States Treasury published a working paper in which
it foresaw the future of international taxation of electronic commerce shifting
to residence-based taxation.212 The paper suggested that e-commerce renders
the accurate determination of transaction sources extremely difficult.213 It also
noted that residence based taxation would have the advantage of reducing the
importance of the income distinctions between royalties, profits, and service
income.2  The paper posited that difficulties encountered in implementing
source-based taxation schemes mean a future shift to residence-based taxation
is inescapable.1 The Treasury's viewpoint is understandable when one realizes
the United States remains the largest exporter of electronic commerce216
typically generating 85% of Internet revenue around the world.21 7 Thus, the
207. Rahul Mukherji, Governing the Taxation of Digitized Trade, at 11, (2002), at
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motivation here for the United States is clear because in pursuing this system,
it preserves its tax base.2 8
Residence-based taxation, however, creates problems for developing
countries such as Burkina Faso. E-commerce allows businesses to easily
relocate to countries with lower tax rates,2 9 which could result in a "race to the
bottom" as differing nations vie with one another to lure corporate residency
into its borders using tax perks as an incentive. For Burkina Faso, such a race
is one it should not win simply because its present tax revenues are meager, in
fact, the rates for taxes on profits paid by U.S. multinational companies
operating in the global south dropped by about half, from 54% to 28% between
1983 and 1996.220 As Burkina Faso's tax revenues amount to 12% of domestic
product, it should solidify tax recoupment, further technological diversity,
educate its workforce, and continue its modest and controlled tax reform rather
than cut taxes.
Moreover, such a change encourages and validates the existence of tax
havens. 22 ' The existence of tax havens adds to undermining effect upon "fiscal
sovereignty" 212 as one survey suggests the relocation of multinational corpora-
tions to "tax havens" diverts an estimated $50 billion from developing
countries. 221 Corporate relocation may be effectuated without the need to move
personnel or operations.224 Such mobility will over the long-term erode the
national tax base of developing countries because any multinational or large
corporations stationed within its borders will remit taxes back to its country of
residence due to the fact the corporate residence will be "divorced from any of
"1225its tangible activities.
Residence based taxation contradicts established international consensus
and precedent.226 This precedent is based upon the principle that the residence
jurisdiction has the primary right to tax passive income while the source
jurisdiction has the primary right to tax active income.227 This hierarchy is
reflected by the foreign tax credits issued by residence-based jurisdictions to
those taxpayers already paying source-based tax. Source-based taxation has
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"inspired over 1000 bilateral treaties," and for most countries around the world,
source-based taxation represents the commercial focus of its taxation
schemes.228 This occurrence thereby contravenes the traditional right of
sourcing countries to tax first229 and also raises a long-term barrier to the ability
of sourcing countries, which includes a majority of developing countries, to
effectively tax economic activity within its own bounds.230
If the international community mandates residence-based taxation as the
uniform approach to be followed in the future, Burkina Faso and other
developing nations will be adversely affected. As noted above, switching to
residence taxation essentially redirects revenue streams from sourcing countries
to resident countries. Burkina Faso will similarly suffer from the digital
imbalance discussed above because this technological inequity means it will be
forced to continually import Internet technology and e-commerce, and thus
forgo tax revenues because of the distinct lack of a technological presence
within its borders. Moreover, as online sales will be taxed at the resident
country's prevailing tax rate, the attendant responsibility of remitting the tax
receipts is placed upon Burkinabe consumers. This added responsibility is
problematic for the continued development of electronic commerce in Burkina
Faso as Burkinabe consumers already face Internet infrastructure and access
problems made worse by illiteracy rates and intermittent power supply.
E. Consumption Taxes-A Closer Look
Along with the direct taxation of income, indirect taxes levied upon
consumption comprise another aspect of international taxation. Consumption
taxes are levied upon a good or service at the point of consumption and taxed
at the prevailing local rate.23' Consumption taxes generally include sales, VAT
and turnover taxes, and typically impose the economic burden of tax calculation
and remittance on sellers who must determine the applicable tax rate in the
destination jurisdiction when determining the proper amount of sales tax to
exact on a given transaction.232 This determination depends upon the type of
product and the location and type of customer,233 which can lead to innumerable
combinations of tax rates and balances.
Given the multitude of taxing jurisdictions around the world, the
opportunity for consumers to exploit these discrepancies between relative tax
228. Mukherji, supra note 207, at 12.
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rates arises. 23" Empirical studies show that relative percentage differences in tax
rates leads consumers to react by changing their behavior patterns,235 which
means that differentiation amongst taxation rules in varying nations hold a
"significant impact on consumers' purchasing behaviour [sp], shifting from
domestic to foreign suppliers. 236 This potential for exploitation is even greater
now given the advent of Internet technology and the breakdown of the tradi-
tional business model. And, when coupled with difficulties related to "corpor-
ate residence, permanent establishment, and characterization of income," this
trend reveals that the phenomenon of disintermediation remains problematic
within the context of consumption taxes, similar to that of income taxation
discussed above.237
Some suggestions attempting to resolve the present difficulties relating to
Internet taxation involve the application of consumption taxes. Of these
suggestions, most typically espouse the application of a VAT tax, which has
been introduced in more than 120 countries and raises more than $18 trillion
(U.S.) in revenue a year.239 The VAT is a broad-based consumption tax levied
upon the value added to a good at each stage of production, usually at a flat
rate, 24° and paid by the final consumer.24' Consumption taxes have received the
most amount of attention in the OECD and the European Union,242 appear in
two basic forms of application, and have received support within the interna-
tional tax community. For instance, the United States favors an origin-based
system in which consumers pay the VAT prevailing in the vendor's
jurisdiction,243 while, conversely, the European Union prefers they pay the VAT
prevailing in their home jurisdiction, considered a "destination-based" system.2'
Traditionally, the European Union "VAT rule" for digitized products and
services transferred electronically is the destination principle,245 meaning that
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the taxation of electronic transactions occurs at the place of consumption, rather
than where production occurs as under an origin-based system.24 Thus, vendors
pay the tax in the destination jurisdiction when they import goods into the
destination, then pass the charge along to the end consumer. 47 In order to
prevent double taxation, taxes on inputs are credited against taxes on output,
which means while sellers are required to charge the tax on all their sales, they
can also claim a credit for taxes that they have been charged on their inputs with
the advantage that distortions of production decisions do not occur because of
these offsets. 248
The primary problem for implementing the European Union based VAT
is the notion of a level playing field. "VAT systems generally tax by place of
sale,"249 and essentially tax imports and exempt exports.25°  Under current
European Union law, imported goods from non-European Union members are
subject to import duties and the VAT of the importing country.25' Sales within
the European Union are subject to the VAT of the receiving country in the case
of business-to-consumer ("B2C") trade. However, trade between businesses
located amongst member states is tax-exempt with the receiving or importing
business required to pay VAT locally while exports to non-European Union
countries are zero-rated.
252
Meanwhile, the United States has proposed an origin-based consumption
tax, which would impose taxes upon electronic transactions at the rate
prevailing in the vendor's jurisdiction. Such a plan has been largely decried as
misguided. For instance, such a tax contravenes destination-based taxation
principles underlying every "principled sales tax system in the world. 253
Moreover, harmful tax competition might arise in that countries would lower tax
rates to attract freewheeling firms that produce market content.254 In addition,
application of different principles, would distort choices between equivalent
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products, when accompanied by lowered taxes for digitized products. 255 Most
importantly, revenues would shift from nations consuming digitized content to
nations producing it, namely from developing to developed nations.256
Given these facts, a destination-based consumption tax is best suited for
Burkina Faso and best answers development problems when compared to taxing
alternatives. Implementing a destination-based consumption tax, however, will
mean Burkinabe proprietors must keep abreast of salient tax codes for each
country. Although this system may appear problematic for an administratively
challenged country, software does exist that allows these firms the technical
capability and resources to keep pace with the varying tax codes around the
world.257 Finally, switching to an origin-based system would lead to a general
erosion of Burkina Faso's tax base because net importing countries in the
developing world would be forced to remit tax payments back to the vendor's
jurisdiction.5 8
V. CONCLUSION
This paper advances the general proposition that the future economic
development of developing nations around the world relies more upon external
consensus making than it does domestic policymaking. This reality stems
largely from the fact that developing and less-developed countries suffer from
the "digital divide" and a lack of access to global policymaking. This paper
examined the current debate surrounding these inequities within the context of
international taxation.
In doing so, discussion centered on two major issues dominating inter-
national tax debates: classifying the cross-border flow of digitized products,
and the proper principles to apply to taxation of electronic commerce.
Analyzing these issues from the perspective of a developing country, this paper
suggested, contrary to some viewpoints, that the WTO-sponsored ban does not
necessarily impair the financial position of developing nations. In attempting
to place lost tax revenues into context, this paper considered the ban's effects
upon Burkina Faso finding that the small, West-African nation conducts only
minimal amounts of business online such that those lost revenues deriving from
the ban's continuation comprise less than 1% of its total revenues. This data
would indicate that not in all situations are developing nations unfairly pre-
judiced.
Developing nations, however, will be adversely affected by the imposition
of residence-based taxation. Any move to residence-based taxation will shift
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tax revenues from developing to developed countries as developing countries'
share of e-commerce increases because corporations do not typically reside
within the borders of developing nations. Moreover, given the heightened
mobility of corporate residences within the e-commerce context, many multi-
national enterprises might actually evade taxes if they relocate to tax havens,
especially within the context of a residence-based system. In addition,
developing countries are e-commerce importers meaning that under this system,
goods and services flowing into Burkina Faso will be taxed at the country of
residence thereby denying Burkina Faso greatly needed tax flows.
As noted above, the link between open trade regimes and economic
stimulus remains unquestioned. Developing countries, such as Burkina Faso,
remain heavily dependent upon trade and will develop more quickly over
greater sustained periods of time if they opt to continue debt-reduction plans and
the removal of excessive import duties. Internet technology and electronic
commerce presents an opportunity for less-developed countries to develop
positive rates of economic growth and to hope for an improved tomorrow. For
Burkina Faso and other developing countries, globalization is the answer, not
the problem.
